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ABSTRACT
Worksheet is commonly used as supplementary teaching materials in teaching and learning English. It provides interesting tasks which cannot be found in textbooks. Worksheet facilitates teachers to make existing classroom activities through completing the tasks. This paper tries to explore the use of task based language teaching approach which writer believes brings the variety of tasks into classroom activities. Task based language teaching approach presents multiple tasks such as real task and pedagogic task, unfocused task and focused task, input based task and output based task, and closed and opened task. These tasks will offer the students to use whatever language they know to accomplish the tasks. However, the existing of appropriate worksheet is infrequent in teaching and learning process. Teachers are difficult to prepare appropriate worksheet that suitable with students’ need. Some worksheet might be interesting, but do not meet students’ characteristics and abilities. By using task based language teaching approach, it is expected that teachers are able to develop their own interesting worksheet. The worksheet can be developed based on the need of the students and the shapes of teachers’ classrooms. Task based language teaching worksheet is hoped to be used as alternative ways for teacher in making communicative teaching and learning process.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The fact that appropriate worksheet is a neglected in teaching and learning English cannot be denied. Some teachers are difficult to create interesting worksheet that meets students’ needs. Teachers need such thing as innovation to overcome this problem in order to make interesting teaching and learning classroom. This paper will discuss the use of task based language teaching approach to make students worksheet.

The use of task based language teaching is not new in foreign language teaching or second language teaching. Task based language teaching approach is current approach that used to make students actively engage in classroom activities through completing the task. This approach usually implemented by the teacher to improve students English skills in teaching learning. Task-Based approach is used in improving the students’ speaking accuracy and fluency and shows that it is an appropriate method to improve learners’ speaking skill [1]. It is clear that the use of TBLT approach has been widely declare as a common approach for language teaching and learning.

Moreover, task based language teaching also used as approach to develop teaching materials. The first is supplementary speaking materials using task based language teaching for Primary school in Yogyakarta context [2]. Then, English writing materials using Task-Based Language Teaching for the tenth grade students of Senior High School [3]. The materials are developed by TBLT helps teachers and students achieve the goal of learning.

According to the previous studies, the need of TBLT as approach to make a worksheet is arise. Worksheet as one of teaching materials needs to be developed. The available worksheet does not help teachers and students yet achieve the aims of teaching and learning. However, the development of students’ worksheet needed to facilitate the achievement of learning objectives expected. The students’ achievement in one school of Taiwan is increased when they taught by using teaching material development accordance to the needs of students. Using students’ worksheets in learning process are expected can significantly improve students’ outcomes. Thus, learning by using appropriate students’ worksheet will supports learning process [4].

Furthermore, developing task based language teaching worksheet become new challenges for teachers. It needs teacher creativity and understanding about task based language teaching. Teachers need to explore their imagination to make innovative, creative and motivating worksheet to the students. Through creating their own worksheet, teachers are independent to shape their class using the worksheet. They are able to create worksheet that appropriate to their students’ abilities and characteristics.
Thus, the application of task based language teaching approach in developing worksheet could possibly become solution for teacher to make interesting classroom activity.

2. RELEVANT THEORETICAL REVIEW

2.1 The Use of Worksheet in Teaching and Learning English

The Use of Worksheet in Teaching and learning

Worksheet is one of printed teaching materials that assist teachers to accomplish the goal of learning. Worksheet is exercises or activities which are drawn, written or word processed and photocopied [5]. Through worksheet, teachers engage students in organized steps to reach the objective of learning. In addition, worksheet defines as crucial tools involving the steps of process what the students should do next, help the students set their information in their mind while ask the whole class to participate in the given activity [6]. Further, when the students are asked to write what they know and learn in worksheet, they must achieve cognitive activities as they return back. It other word, worksheet helps students understanding learning through doing the worksheet.

In addition, according to research of Ikhsan and SB (2016), there are two components of worksheet; cover of worksheet and sheet of worksheet. The cover should be written in English. The sheet of worksheet includes header (department, course, topic, and time allocation), objectives, activities, materials (the concepts and theory about instructional media) and tasks [7]. Next, Azizi in her research (2014) present several components of worksheet. The first is pre-introduction. It is pre-preliminary components before entering to study. It consists of front cover as the name of students worksheet, preface, list of content, and detailed of standard of competency, basic competence and indicators. The second is introduction. It is beginning of learning activities that aim to provide information materials to be learned and the learning objective to be achieved. This consists of concept map; a diagram that shows the concepts that represents learning. The third is content. It includes entire discussions of materials contained on student’s worksheet. The last is complementary. It is additional information which has been linked to the material [8].

Worksheet development

Worksheet becomes essential element in teaching learning materials. As one of the homegrown materials, it should be legible, clear, attractive and durable in order to use it more than once [9]. In writing worksheet, there are five stages that should be followed by the designers proposed by Harmer. The first is planning. This stage will decide the aim, objective, activities and the content of the worksheet. The clarity of them can moved designer on producing the materials. The second is trialing. It is expected that other can figures mistakes or ambiguities of the worksheet. It is important to try out the materials before bringing it to the classroom. The third is evaluating. After producing and trialing, designer will use it in the classroom. Through observing it carefully, designers can evaluate the worksheet as a result they know how and when they use it in the future. The fourth is classifying. It is the sequences of the worksheet which can be depending on topic, vocabulary area, etc. The last is record-keeping. It needs to keep a record of what materials have used together with evaluation of how well it has worked. It prevents from using same materials twice with the same classes.

Furthermore, there are several steps in writing worksheet. The first is curriculum analysis. It is intended to determine subject matter requires worksheet as teaching material. It carries out through studying the standards competencies, basic competencies, subject matter, learning experiences, and indicators of the achievement of learning outcomes. The second is making a map of worksheet needs. It is intended to know the number of worksheet that must be written and the sequence of the worksheets can also be seen. This sequence of worksheet is needed in determining the priority of writing. The third is determining the titles of worksheet. It based on basic competencies or basic material contained in the curriculum. One basic competency can be used as one title of worksheet.

The fourth is writing the worksheet. There are several steps in making a worksheet. The first is formulating the basic competence that must be mastered by the students. It is derived from syllabus document. The second is determining the assessment of work process and students’ works. It carried out through the process and students’ works. The third is arranging the material based on basic competencies of materials. Material can be taken from any sources such thing as book, magazine, internet or journals. The last is structures of worksheet. In general, the structures of worksheet are title, study instruction, competencies to be achieved, task and procedure of task and assessment [10].

2.2 Task Based Language Teaching Approach in Teaching and Learning

Task Based Language Teaching (TBLT) is an innovative language teaching method that offers language experience in the classroom. It presents students opportunities to actively engage in communication in order to accomplish a goal or complete the task. TBLT is an approach which is based on assumption that accuracy is acquired after fluency or after successful communication [11]. To get accuracy in English, the students have to develop their communication skills. Through TBLT which stands with tasks, it is expected that students have more chances to build their language meaningful and communication skills. There will be
several tasks is provided in TBLT which teach students’ accuracies.

In addition, TBLT is known as an approach based on the use of tasks as the core unit and planning instruction in language teaching [12]. TBLT is believed as the basis of English teaching and learning. The process of teaching and learning is built through the tasks. Tasks being a center which creates students center learning. Tasks will guide and help students to understand the subject. Furthermore, task-based language teaching defines as an approach to language teaching organized around tasks rather than language structures. TBLT makes students complete the tasks than not stressing on language structure [13].

2.2.1 Types of Task based language Teaching

Nunan distinguish task into two types, they are target task and pedagogical task. Target task refers to the use of language in the real world activities outside school setting. This task has a non-linguistic outcome and some of them may not present language use at all. On the other hand, when the real task transformed into classroom tasks, it is called as pedagogical tasks. Pedagogical task is the use of language during the classroom activities or in a piece of classroom works. Pedagogical tasks as a piece of classroom work that engage learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing or interacting in the target language while their attention is focused on activate their grammatical knowledge in order to express meaning. It emphasizes on conveying meaning rather than manipulating form. It means students using target language they know to achieve the goal of task which stressing meaning than structure in pedagogical tasks.

Moreover, Ellis proposes two types of task; unfocused task and focused task. Unfocused task is task designed that offers learners opportunities for using language in general communicatively. It encourages students to use English freely to communicate. On the other hand, focused task is task designed to provide opportunities for communicating using some specific linguistic feature (typically a grammatical structure). However, the target linguistic feature of a focused task is hidden. Hence, unfocused task is language for general communication, where focused task is language by using some linguistic features [14]. Additionally, Ellis also divided two types of task based on the complexity of task; Input based task and output based task. Input based task do not require production of language, but engage learner during task work. This emphasizes on listening and reading skill. Later, output based task requires learner to produce the language through completing the task. This focuses on speaking and writing [15].

Furthermore, Willis proposes two types of tasks in TBLT; closed and open tasks. Closed tasks are tasks that highly structure and have very specific goals. The instruction of this task is detail and the information is limited. It formulates one possible outcome and one way to achieve the outcome. While open tasks are tasks that loosely structured with less specific aim. It will make more than possible way to achieve the outcomes. The instruction will be not detail and general.

2.2.2 Framework of Task based language Teaching

Willis proposes three stages of TBLT, namely pre-task, task cycle and language focus. Pre task raises students’ consciousness and introduce the students about the topic and the task. The teacher explores the topic to the students, highlights useful words and phrases and assists them to understand task instruction. Teachers can lead the students through pictures, recordings or texts. The next step is task cycle where has three stages within; task, planning and report. In task stages, the students do the tasks, it can be pairs or small groups. The students are free to experiment without teachers’ intervention. Mistakes are no matter, the students are free to use the target language. In the planning stages, students prepare to report how they do the task and what they discover to the whole classes, it can be orally or written. Students are able to request teachers’ help for language advice, as they report publicly and they need for sure it will be accurate.

The last is report. Report is the part of students presenting, result of their discussion, or result of comparing to others. Language focus is the last step of TBLT framework which has two parts within; analysis and practice. When analysis is ongoing, the students examine and discuss the specific features of the text or transcript of recording. They can add new words, phrases, and pattern in vocabulary book. Afterwards, teacher will conduct practice of new words, phrases, and patterns occur the data either during or after analysis.

Moreover, Munirah and Muhsin present task-based learning framework into three steps; pre-task, task cycle and language focus. In pre-task, learners are prepared to perform task in ways that promote acquisition. It presents topic and task. In task-cycle, the stage divided into task stage, the planning stage and the reporting stage. Task stage is a goal of task. Learner will practice using language skills while the teacher monitors and encourages them. The planning stage is the central part of the task cycle. It presents how to help learners plan their report effectively. Learners are prepared to report to the class how they accomplish the task and what they discovered or decided. In this stage, the teacher will make sure that the purpose of report is clear, acts as language adviser and helps learner practice oral reports or organize written reports. The reporting stage concludes the task cycle. During this stage, students take full notes on language use plus responses and reactions to the language. The students present their oral reports to the class or display their written reports. Teacher will acts as chairperson who choose who speak and read the reports and also give feedback to the report. The last step is language focus. There are three major pedagogic goals in this step; providing an opportunity for repeated
performance of the task, encouraging reflection on how the task was performed and to encouraging attention to form, in particular to problematic forms which demonstrate when students have accomplished the task.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1 Task Based Language Teaching Worksheet as solution in Teaching and Learning English

3.1.1 Presenting Multiple Tasks into Classroom Activities

Task is an activity that requires learners to arrive at an outcome from given information through some process of thought and which allows teachers to control and regulate that process [16]. It is classroom activity or exercise that has objective obtainable only by interaction among participants, a mechanism for structuring and sequencing interaction and focus meaning exchange [17]. It asks students achieving goal of learning through communicatively activities. It involves teacher and students to actively engage in activities based on the roles.

Besides, task can be defined as a range of work plans which have the overall purposes of facilitating language learning from simple and brief exercise type to more complex and lengthy activities such as group problem solving or simulations and decision making [18]. Willis (1996) proposes task as activity in which target language is used for a communicative purpose to achieve an outcome. In other words, tasks are multiple activities where language is used to achieve the aim of learning.

In addition, a task is an activity that requires learners to use language with emphasis on meaning to attain objective. It supports by Nunan who defines task as a piece of classroom work that involves learners in comprehending, manipulating, producing or interacting in the target language while their attention is principally focused on meaning rather than form. Thus, task in language learning highlight meaning than the form of task itself. While doing the task, the meaning of task become the core of task given.

3.1.2 Giving chance for Students to actively engage in the classroom

Task based language teaching asked students to complete the tasks by using their language resources. It can be linguistic resources and non-linguistic resources. The students are free to use both of them as long they are able to do the tasks. The main point in task based language teaching worksheet is not on grammatical structure but on the meaning of the task. The mistaken are acceptable, but the goal of teaching and learning should be reached through the tasks.

3.1.3 Giving chance for Teacher to be creative and innovative in making teaching material

Some teaching materials are not appropriate with the students. The problems might come from students’ abilities, characteristics or students’ motivation. To overcome these problems, teachers are demanding to create and develop their own worksheet. The development of worksheet can be based on the need of the students. The tasks are provided in the worksheet can be made in creative, innovative and communicative so that students can accomplish it. It also motivates the students face new way to learn English. They might do variety of tasks, but they are able to enjoy it because offering new challenges for them.

4. CONCLUSION

Task based language teaching is a common approach that used in EFL/ESL. This approach can be used an approach to develop teaching materials, one of them is worksheet. Teachers are demanding to create their own worksheet in order to create new innovation in teaching and learning. Worksheet that created by teachers can be solution for variety of characteristics and abilities of students. Teachers who understand the students are able to create the worksheet based on the need of their classes. Even though task based language teaching worksheet is not the only teaching materials which used in teaching and learning English, it probably could be preference for teacher in developing their own worksheet.
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